Success in Reading Requires EFFORT!

TEXT STRUCTURE/FEATURES
ACTIVITIES FOR NON-FICTION

TEXT STRUCTURE STUDY GUIDE

Text Structure Signal Questions & Signal Words Chart

Take this TEST on QUIA to See What You Already Know About TEXT STRUCTURE.

10 Interactive Text Structure Practice Activities

10 MORE Interactive Text Structure Practice Activities

MORE Interactive Text Structure Practice Activities

Text Structure Flash Cards - Just print, cut, and fold

FLING THE TEACHER - Informational Text Features #1

FLING THE TEACHER - Informational Text Features #2

Fling The Teacher - Text Features

Fling The Teacher - Text Feature Descriptions

Match-Up (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 1

Match-Up (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 2

Match-Up (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 3
**Match-Up** (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 4

**Match-Up** (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 5

**Match-Up** (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 6

**Match-Up** (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 7

**Match-Up** (Big Check mark) - Text Structure Clue Words Part 8 - TEST

QUIA Text Structure Battleship

---

**TEXT**

**STRUCTURE/FEATURES**

**ACTIVITIES FOR FICTION**

---

Story Elements: Characters, Setting, Problem/Solution, Plot

made by your teacher, especially for you!!!

Story Elements - **Activity #1**

Story Elements - **Activity #2**

Story Elements - **Practice Quiz**
Story Elements - **Activity #3** - Matching

**Characters**

Characters [Study Guide](#)

[Cinderella](#) Characters

[FCAT Explorer](#) - Character Trait Tips

[Creating](#) Character

[Learning About](#) Character

[Quia](#) - There's More To Character Than Meets The Eye

[Quia](#) - Character Terms - Fill in the Blank

**Setting**

Setting [Study Guide](#)

[Cinderella](#) Setting

[Describing](#) Setting

What Setting [Tells Us](#)

**Problem/Solution**
Problem & Solution - Describing Solutions to Problems

Plot

Plot Study Guide

Cinderella Plot (Conflict)

Cinderella Plot (Climax)

Cinderella Plot (Resolution)

Elements of Plot

Plot Diagram

Quia - Elements of Plot

Quia - Elements of Plot - Fill in the Blanks

Misc. Story Element Practice

Story Elements Study Guide

Another Study Guide (Bigger)

Tips for Story Elements

Test Tutor - Story Elements
TEXT STRUCTURE/FEATURES

Practice Activities

Introduction - Listen to Me First...
Introduction - Listen to Me Second...
Introduction - Listen to Me Third...

Practice #1 - Battleship Game

Practice #2 - Text Structure Signal Words - Jeopardy

Practice #3 - Captions Help Tell A Story - TV
Practice #4 - Cause/Effect Text Structure
Practice #5 - Cause/Effect Signal Words Practice
Practice #6 - Cause/Effect - Flippy's Adventure Game
Practice #7 - Cause/Effect - Stealing Home
Practice #8 - Cause/Effect Lesson With Game
Practice #9 - Cause/Effect - What Caused It?
Practice #10 - Compare/Contrast - Tutorial
Practice #11 - Compare/Contrast - FCAT Explorer
Practice #12 - Compare/Contrast - Read/Write/Think
Practice #13 - Comparing Characters - FCAT Explorer
Practice #14 - Compare/Contrast Events - FCAT
Practice #15 - Compare/Contrast Settings - FCAT Explorer

Practice #16 - Compare/Contrast - Stealing Home

Practice #17 - Compare/Contrast - Two Lands One Heart

Practice #18 - Compare/Contrast - Two Lands One Heart - Test Tutor

Practice #19 - Problem/Solution - FCAT Explorer

Practice #20 - Chronological Order - FCAT Explorer

Practice #21 - Sequence - Comic Strips - FUN!

Practice #22 - Sequence - Putting Lists in Order

Practice #23 - Sequencing - Homemade Clay

Practice #24 - Sequence of Events
Practice #25 - Sequence - Story Scramble
Practice #26 - Sequencing - Lesson With Practice
Practice #27 - Sequencing - What the Order?
Practice #28 - Text Feature - Information Finder
Practice #29 - Text Feature - Navigate the Newspaper
Practice #30 - Text Feature - Reading Headlines - TV 411
Practice #31 - Text Feature - Headings
Practice #32 - Text Feature - Using Photos - FCAT Explorer
Practice #33 - Text Feature - Write a Caption
Practice #34 - Table of Context
Practice #35 - Types of Text Game
Practice #36 - Text Feature Game
Practice #37 - Non-fiction Text Features Test
Practice #38 - Text Features Test
Practice #39 - Vocab. 1: Nonfiction Text Features
Practice #40 - Nonfiction Text Feature Scatter Game
Practice #41 - Text Feature - Fire!
Practice #42 - Text Feature - Information Finder
Practice #43 - Text Features - Reading Headlines
Practice #44 - Text Feature - Rocking and Rolling
Practice #45 - Text Feature - Saguaro Cactus
Practice #46 - Text Feature - Study Zone
Practice #47 - Text Feature - Using Photos
Practice #48 - Text Feature - Write A Caption
Practice #49 - Text Structure - Main Idea & Detail -- Evelyn Cisernos
**Practice #50** - Text Structure - Cause/Effect - Lewis and Clark

**Practice #51** - Text Structure - Cause/Effect - Name This American

**Practice #52** - Text Structure - Sequence - Oceans

**Practice #53** - Text Structure - Compare/Contrast

**Practice #54** - Text Structure - Sequence - Summer of Fire

**Practice #55** - Text Structure - Sequence - The Case of the Flying-Saucer People

**Practice #56** - Text Structure - Main Idea & Details - The Case of the Flying-Saucer People 2

---

**SEQUENCE**

- [Sequence - Centerfield Ballhawk](#) - Practice the skill of sequence using the text Centerfield Ballhawk.
- [Sequence - Chronological Order](#) - Learn and practice the chronological order skill.
- [Sequence - Comic Book Sequence](#) - Place the comic book sections in order.
- [Sequence - In My Family](#) - Practice the sequence skills using the text In My Family.
• **Sequence - Lists and Instructions** - Put the lists and the instructions in order.
• **Sequence - Recipe** - Practice sequencing with a recipe.
• **Sequence - Red Writing Hood** - Practice the sequence skill using the text Red Writing Hood.
• **Sequence - Sequence of Events** - Learn about the sequence of events in a story and practice.
• **Sequence - Social Studies Skills Tutor** - Click on Sequence and practice the skill.
• **Sequence - Story Scramble** - Practice putting a story in the right order.
• **Sequence - Study Zone: Sequence** - Learn about sequencing and sequence clue words.
• **Sequence - The Case of Pablo's Nose** - Practice the sequence skill using the text The Case of Pablo's Nose.
• **Sequence - The Stories Julian Tells** - Practice the skill of sequence with the text The Stories Julian Tells.
• **Sequence - Three Little Pigs** - Put the story The Three Little Pigs in order.
• **Sequence - What's the Order?** - Practice sequence with this interactive.

---

**Compare/Contrast**

---

• **Compare & Contrast - Cocoa Ice** - Practice the compare and contrast skill using the text Cocoa Ice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Compare Contrast Map** - Online compare and contrast interactive map.
• **Compare & Contrast - Compare and Contrast Interactive Tutorial** - Tutorial on compare and contrast skill with practice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Comparison and Contrast** - Learn and practice the compare and contrast skill.
• **Compare & Contrast - Comparison and Contrast Guide** - Learn about the compare and contrast skill.
• **Compare & Contrast - Coyote Places the Stars** - Practice the compare and contrast skill using the text Coyote Places the Stars.
• **Compare & Contrast - Frog and Toad Webquest** - Practice the compare and contrast skill by completing this webquest.
• **Compare & Contrast - Lon Po Po** - Practice the compare and contrast skill using the text Lon Po Po.
• **Compare & Contrast - One Grain of Rice: A Mathematical Folktale** - Practice the skill of compare and contrast using the text One Grain of Rice: A Mathematical Folktale.
• **Compare & Contrast - Similarities and Differences in Characters** - Practice comparing and contrasting characters.
• **Compare & Contrast - Similarities and Differences in Events** - Practice comparing and contrasting events.
• **Compare & Contrast - Similarities and Differences in Setting** - Practice comparing and contrasting setting.
• **Compare & Contrast - Social Studies Skills Tutor** - Click on Comparing and Contrasting and practice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Stealing Home** - Practice the skill of compare and contrast using the text Stealing Home.
• **Compare & Contrast - Stealing Home Interactive** - Practice the compare and contrast skill.
• **Compare & Contrast - Stealing Home Test Tutor** - Practice the compare and contrast skill with this text.
• **Compare & Contrast - Study Zone Compare and Contrast Information** - Learn about the compare and contrast skill and practice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Study Zone: Compare & Contrast Story Elements** - Learn to compare and contrast stories using story elements and practice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Tutorials** - Learn the compare & contrast skill and practice.
• **Compare & Contrast - Two Lands, One Heart Interactive** - Practice the compare and contrast skill.
• **Compare & Contrast - Two Lands, One Heart Test Tutor** - Practice the compare and contrast skill with this text.

---

**Cause & Effect**

---

• **Cause & Effect - Alejandro's Gift** - Practice the skill of cause and effect using the text Alejandro’s Gift.
• **Cause & Effect - Cause and Effect Interactive** - Learn and practice the cause and effect skill.
• **Cause & Effect - Cause and Effect Presentation** - Learn about cause and effect.
• **Cause & Effect - Cause/Effect Post Test** - Cause and effect test practice.
• **Cause & Effect - Cause/Effect Pre-Test** - Online quiz on cause and effect skill.
• **Cause & Effect - Combine Sentences Using Signal Words** - Practice combining cause and effect sentences using cause and effect signal words.
• **Cause & Effect - Flippy's Adventures** - Identify cause and effect relationships in the text.
• **Cause & Effect - Social Studies Skills Tutor** - Click on Cause & Effect and practice the skill.
• **Cause & Effect - Stealing Home** - Practice the cause and effect skill with the text Stealing Home.
• **Cause & Effect - Study Zone: Cause and Effect** - Learn about cause and effect and practice.
• **Cause & Effect - The Armadillo from Amarillo** - Practice the skill of cause and effect using the text The Armadillo from Amarillo.
• **Cause & Effect - The Garden of Happiness** - Practice the cause and effect skill using the text The Garden of Happiness.
• **Cause & Effect - What Caused It?** - Learn and practice cause and effect.

---

**Problem/Solution**

---

**Test Practice**

• **Test Practice - A Generous Person** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Basketball Practice** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Brainchild Reading Test** - Practice reading skills with this online test.
• **Test Practice - Captain Rivera's Flight** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Ducks** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Mission Santa Barbara** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Mr. Nussbaum Reading Comprehension** - Reading comprehension practice activities.
• **Test Practice - Nelson, Tough Guy** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Online Test Practice** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Online Test Practice 2** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Online Test Practice 3** - 10 online practice tests and answer key.
• **Test Practice - Online Test Practice 4** - Practice reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Online Test Practice 5** - Practice reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - Pearson Online Test Practice** - Practice reading comprehension skills for Grades 1 - 8.
• **Test Practice - TAKS Reading Practice** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - The Amusement Park** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **Test Practice - The Trojan Horse** - Practice various reading comprehension skills.
• **FCAT READING SKILLS** - TEST on the skills, not the comprehension...TRY THIS ONE!